Does Practice Make Perfect? Relating Student Performance to Training Hours

Abstract

We tested the hypothesis that a positive correlation exists between time practiced outside of scheduled laboratories and high-stakes proficiency performance in a preclinical optometry course. Practice hours for 130 first-year optometry students were recorded weekly and compared with the average scores of two summative — midterm and final — proficiency examinations. Due to scheduling constraints, the final proficiency test was administered during weeks 12 and 14, and students were randomly assigned to either week. The group scheduled for week 14 practiced significantly more hours (85.7±19.4 hours vs. 73.0±16.8 hours) and, on average, performed significantly better (89.7±6.1% vs. 85.9±7.3%) than the week-12 group. At the individual level within each group, however, we found a negative correlation between practice hours and performance, particularly for the week-14 group. This study showed that students did not necessarily perform better by practicing more. The results are discussed in the context of clinical learning aspects such as deliberate practice and self-awareness of current skill set.
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Background

We have all heard the phrase “practice makes perfect.” The Latin proverb “usus est magister optimus” translates to “practice is the best master,” and Aristotle said, “For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them.” Emphasis on the importance of practice is seen clearly in every culture and century, and it seems safe to assume that the more one practices, the better one performs. If this assumption were true, it would make sense to assign students struggling in preclinical optometry laboratory courses additional practice outside of scheduled laboratory times. By extension, it would be reasonable to assume that additional practice should result in higher grades or evaluations on preclinical assessments. In this study, we examined whether students who practiced more hours outside of their assigned course laboratory performed better on high-stakes midterm and final proficiency assessments.

Methods

We retrospectively reviewed the course records of 130 first-year optometry students enrolled in the second semester preclinical course during Spring 2015 and 2016. The data were collected in the clinical laboratory facilities at the University of the Incarnate Word Rosenberg School of Optometry (UIWRSO), San Antonio, Texas, under the supervision of the course instructors.

The students learned new clinical skills (retinoscopy, refraction, binocular tests) each week in the three-hour course laboratory (Table 1). To ensure they were reviewing the newly learned skills, all students were required to practice a minimum of four hours in the laboratory outside of instruction time through week 10. The newly learned skills were evaluated in the form of checkouts (short clinical skill assessments) throughout the semester (Table 1). The primary purpose of the checkouts was to provide students with formative feedback to learn from their successes and mistakes. A secondary goal was for students to practice more if they performed poorly. To ensure this was taking place, two additional hours were mandated for each checkout with a grade below 85%. Thus, students who passed or failed a checkout were required to practice a minimum of four or six hours, respectively. Beyond that, no additional assignments were given. However, all students were encouraged to practice more than the minimum assigned hours, especially if they felt they had not reached expected skill levels.

When students practiced outside of the scheduled laboratory, they were under the supervision of teaching assistants. Each student recorded the time he or she entered and exited the laboratory, and the teaching assistant confirmed the times. Each week’s logged hours were then submitted to the instructor of record in the subsequent course laboratory. The three scheduled hours they spent each week in the course laboratory were not included in the
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In addition to the checkouts, there was one midterm proficiency assessment (retinoscopy and refraction) and one final proficiency assessment (entire refractive sequence of lensometry, entrance tests, retinoscopy, subjective refraction and photometry). The rubrics used in checkouts and proficiency assessments were modeled after the Clinical Skills Exam evaluation forms used by the National Board of Examiners in Optometry. Unlike weekly checkouts, no additional practice hours were assigned to students who scored below 85% for the proficiency assessments.

We recorded the number of hours each student practiced up to their scheduled proficiency assessments. Because the final assessments were administered during weeks 12 and 14 of the semester, we randomly divided the students into two groups for analysis. The students’ cumulative grades from the midterm (33%) and final (67%) proficiency assessments were compared with the number of hours they practiced to determine whether there was any correlation (Pearson’s r reported). Checkout grades were excluded from the cumulative grade for the purpose of this retrospective analysis because the mandated additional two-hour assignment for failing checkouts inevitably would have decreased any positive relationship between the grade and the practice hours. In our analyses, we defined statistically significant as p-value less than 0.05.

Results

Overall, the second (week-14) group had higher mean cumulative lab grades and mean number of logged practice hours (89.7±6.1%, 85.7±19.4 hours) than the first (week-12) group (85.9±7.3%, 73.0±16.8 hours). The differences were statistically significant (p<0.01) for both the cumulative lab grades and the logged practice hours (Tables 2 and 3). However, we found a negative correlation between cumulative grades and overall practice hours within each group. Within each group, the finding was statistically significant for the week-14 group (r=-0.30, p=0.02) but not for the week-12 group (r=-0.02, p=0.84) (Figure 1 and Table 4). Similar patterns were seen when comparing final proficiency grades with the overall practice time (Table 4) as well as the cumulative grades with voluntary practice time (Table 5).
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There was no statistically significant difference in practice time between the week-12 and week-14 groups up to the

logged hours.
midterm proficiency assessment or the last (week 10) checkout (p=0.718 and p=0.487 respectively, Table 2). Also, there was no statistically significant difference in checkout and midterm grades between the week-12 and week-14 groups (p=0.473 and p=0.052 respectively, Table 3).

Further analysis of the correlation between post-midterm practice time and midterm proficiency grades revealed a statistically significant correlation for the week-14 group but not the week-12 group (p<0.01 and p=0.25 respectively) (Table 6).

When correlations among each assessment grade were analyzed, the final proficiency grades for the week-12 group were significantly positively correlated with midterm proficiency and checkout grades (p<0.01 each). This was not the case for the week-14 group (p=0.42 and p=0.05 for midterm proficiency and checkout grades respectively) (Table 7).

### Discussion

The study results supported the conventional wisdom: “practice makes perfect.” The group given an additional two weeks increased their practice time and performed better. Although it could be argued that these results can be explained by the early group giving the latter group a “heads-up” on the proficiency assessments, we believe it would have given them little to no advantage. The final proficiency assessment was comprised of elements from all the checkouts, so there were few surprises. In addition, the same final proficiency assessment was given in previous years; therefore, students from either group could have asked upperclassmen about it.

At the individual level, we found different results within each group. Higher-performing students in the week-14 group practiced less than lower-performing students. This was not the case for the week-12 group, where we found no statistically significant correlation between practice and performance.

Many factors could explain this apparent contradiction in the week-14 group. First, students have different starting skill levels based on work or academic experience. Second, some learn new skills more innately than others, and we have informally observed that it is often the struggling students who practice more to compensate for their current lack of skills. In fact, the statistically significant negative correlation between post-midterm practice time and midterm proficiency grades of the week-14 group indicates that the outcome of the midterm proficiency assessment affected their practice behavior (Table 6). While we had anticipated that the effort shown by their increased practice time would be the predictor for their clinical performance, we have instead found their current clinical progress to be the predictor of their effort. That is, lower-performing students practiced more.

This type of self-adjusted practice behavior could be explained by emotional intelligence (EI), which is defined as the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and actions. One model of EI proposed by Goleman and Boyatzis identifies four clusters of competencies: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and relationship management. All of these clusters appear to be important predictors of clinical success, and several authors have observed positive associations between higher EI and better clinical performance in dental, medical and nursing school students. In one of the studies, self-management competencies were significantly correlated with student clinical performance (as measured by mean clinical grade). A recent study of optometry students in the United Kingdom demonstrated a positive association between self-awareness and academic performance. The characteristics of self-management include adaptability, initiative, persistence in pursuing goals, taking responsibility for personal performance, and striving to meet a standard of excellence. This also may explain the practice pattern of our higher-performing students. Perhaps they based their decision to practice less on either positive feedback received during weekly checkouts, proper time management of overall curriculum demands, or awareness of their clinic skills.

While considering EI may offer insight into the week-14 group’s negative correlation between practice and performance,
we observed no statistically significant correlations between assessment grades (midterm proficiency, final proficiency or cumulative) and practice time (Tables 4-6) in the week-12 group. Because the major difference between the two groups was the amount of practice time given, this suggests availability of time is a key factor in behavioral change in students. This also explains why statistically significant correlations appeared between checkouts and proficiency assessments (midterm or final) in the week-12 group, while no such correlations appeared in the week-14 group (Table 7). Because the week-12 group lacked sufficient time to adapt their learning and close the gap in their achievement, midterm proficiency performance became the predictor for their final proficiency result.

This suggests the importance of making struggling students fully aware of their initial (or current) status and giving adequate support and time to close any achievement gap. Although we initially believed that weekly checkouts and the midterm proficiency assessment would be sufficient to provide such awareness, some of the lower-performing students did not respond to this feedback as we expected. When analyzing the bottom 20% of the week-12 and week-14 groups, we found that 57.1% and 33.3% of students were practicing below the average practice time, respectively. In the week-12 group, the average group and bottom 20% practice times were 73.0±16.8 hours and 72.9±16.1 hours, respectively. In the week-14 group, the average group and bottom 20% practice times were 85.7±19.4 hours and 93.5±20.3 hours, respectively. This indicates that identifying and guiding low-performing students who lack self-awareness and/or self-management earlier in the course is essential. Convincing students of their status might be challenging, however, as at least two previous investigations of competence awareness have shown that lower-achieving students overestimate their competence and vice versa for higher-achieving students (an effect that held even after feedback was given, though to a lesser extent).12,13

When offering support to low-performing students, it is important to teach them how to practice. Studies show that expert performance is most effectively attained by deliberate practice (DP), where focused training is designed and arranged by teachers and coaches to optimize improvement.14-16 This focused training also involves the provision of immediate feedback, time for problem-solving and evaluation, and opportunities for repeated performance to refine behavior. In a preclinical lab setting, perhaps the lower-performing students can be given individualized assignments based on their current performance and/or be paired with a teaching assistant or a high-performing student to focus on specific areas of struggle.

In the current study we did not provide any designed training, nor did we measure how each student actively engaged in DP. This certainly limits any inferences made about the effect of DP on performance. Further limitations of our study included a relatively small sample size and a retrospective period of only two years. Lastly, our study lacked any direct measures of EI or self-awareness. Further studies could and should do so by integrating focus group interviews with higher- and lower-achieving students and teaching assistants into the analysis.

Conclusion

Our study showed that individual performance depended on amount of practice and feedback from assessments. Although at the class level the group that had more time to practice performed better, at the individual level within each group students who practiced more did not necessarily perform better. Our findings suggested that students adjusted the number of hours they practiced according to their perception of their current skill set or a self-prescribed mastery goal. Ultimately, assessment performance and students’ practice behavior influenced each other. In addition, we found it to be essential to provide sufficient time for students to adapt and reach the competency level, otherwise earlier assessment results become the predictor for their final outcome. Lastly, it is imperative to make struggling students aware of their status and provide enough support as early as possible. While our findings have implications for medical and optometric education, they will be strengthened by more direct measurements of DP, self-awareness and EI. As a result of this analysis, we have considered providing all students at least three weeks to practice before major assessments. In addition, underperforming students will be prescribed a deliberate practice plan and be scheduled in the later assessment week.
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